Abstract-For the congestion problems in high-speed networks, a Metropolis criterion based fuzzy Markov game flow controller (MFMC) is proposed. Because of the uncertainties and highly time-varying, it is not easy to accurately obtain the complete information for high-speed networks. In this case, the fuzzy Markov game, which is independent of mathematic model, and prior-knowledge, has good performance. It offers a promising platform for robust control in the presence of the bounded external disturbances. The Metropolis criterion can cope with the balance between exploration and exploitation in action selecting. Simulation results show that the proposed controller can learn to take the best action to regulate source flow with the features of high throughput and low packet loss ratio, and can avoid the occurrence of congestion effectively.
INTRODUCTION
The growing interest on congestion problems in highspeed networks arise from the control of sending rates of traffic sources. Congestion problems result from a mismatch of offered load and available link bandwidth between network nodes. Such problems can cause high packet loss ratio (PLR) and long delays, and can even break down the entire network system because of the congestion collapse. Therefore, high-speed networks must have an applicable flow control scheme not only to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) for the existing links but also to achieve high system utilization.
The flow control of high-speed networks is difficult owing to the uncertainties and highly time-varying of different traffic patterns. A major problem here is the lack of information related to the characteristics of source flow. Devising a mathematical model for source flow is the fundamental issue. However, it has been revealed to be a very difficult task, especially for broadband sources. In order to overcome the above-mentioned difficulties, the flow control scheme with learning capability has been employed in high-speed networks [1, 2] . But the priori-knowledge of network to train the parameters in the controller is hard to achieve for high-speed networks.
In this case, the reinforcement learning (RL) shows its particular superiority, which just needs very simple information such as estimable and critical information, "right" or "wrong" [3] . RL is independent of mathematic model and priori-knowledge of system. It obtains the knowledge through trial-and-error and interaction with environment to improve its behavior policy. Because of the advantages above, RL has been played a very important role in the flow control in high-speed networks [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In high-speed networks, there are many flow categories with different priorities. Link bandwidth is first allocated to the flow with higher priority and the remaining bandwidth is given to the flow with lower priority we want to control. In this paper, we introduced the fuzzy Markov game, which is a generation of Q-learning of RL to a multi-agent setting. We consider the flow with higher priority as a disturber. The flows with different priorities competes the bandwidth for controller optimization. On the other hand, the balance between exploration and exploitation is one of the key problems of action selection. In this paper, we introduced the Metropolis criterion, which is a powerful way to solve hard combinatorial optimization problems, to deal with the action selecting problem [9] .
In this paper, a Metropolis criterion based fuzzy Markov game flow controller (MFMC) for high-speed networks is proposed. The proposed controller can behave optimally without the explicit knowledge of the network environment, only relying on the interaction with the unknown environment and provide the best action for a given state. By means of learning procedures, the proposed controller adjusts the source sending rate to the optimal value to reduce the average length of queue in the buffer. Simulation results show that the proposed controller can avoid the occurrence of congestion effectively with the features of high throughput, low PLR, low end-to-end delay, and high utilization.
II. DESIGN OF CONTROLLER

A. Architecture of Flow Controller Proposed
This section gives the detailed architecture of the proposed flow controller as shown in Fig.1 . In high-speed networks, MFMC in bottleneck node acts as a flow control agent with flow control ability. The inputs of MFMC are state variable S in high-speed networks composed of the current queue length L q , the current rate of queue length change L q , and the current rate of source sending rate change u . The output of MFMC is the feedback signal u to the traffic sources, which is the determined source sending rate. The learning agent and the network environment interact continually in the learning process. At the beginning of each time step of learning, the controller senses the states for the network and gets the reward signal. Then it selects an action to make decision on which rate the sources should take to send traffic. The determined sending rate can reduce the PLR and increase the link utilization, and then the network responds to the new sending rate by changing its state and giving a new reward to the controller. Then the next time step of learning begins.
B. Theoretical Framework
Q-learning learns utility values (Q-values) of state and action pairs. During the learning process, learning agent uses its experience to improve its estimate by blending new information into its prior experience [10] .
Q-learning provides us with a simple updating procedure, in which the learning agent starts with arbitrary initial values of ( , ) Q s u for all s ∈ S , u ∈ U , and updates the Q-values as
α ∈ is the learning rate and
β ∈ is the discount factor, s ∈ S is the state variable, u ∈ U is the action determined by controller, r is the reward of the agent for taking action u at state s .
As in Q-learning, for a two-player Markov case, we can update the ( , , )
Q s u d value means the expected cost for the flow with lower priority taking the sending rate k u , and the flow with higher priority (the opponent) taking the sending rate k d at state k s of high-speed networks. The reward r is the only information for the controller to judge whether the sending rate taken is good or bad, so it is vital to choose an appropriate r . In this paper, based on the requirement and experience of the buffer, the reward signal r is defined as
where LT q is the set value of queue length in the buffer. Refer to (3) (0, 1) , the larger r is, the better control affects.
C. Design of Fuzzy Markov Game Controller
We define the fuzzy inference system (FIS) for fuzzy Markov game as consisting of N rules. FIS structure depends on the number of variables in the state vector and the number of the fuzzy sets used to sense each variable. Fuzzy Markov game only adjusts/tunes the conclusion part of fuzzy rules, and the input fuzzy labels are set using a priori task knowledge of user.
For 
In high-speed networks, FIS relies on three parameters 
At each iteration k , we match input state vector k s with corresponding fuzzy labels in each rule to compute rulefiring strengths ( ) 
In order to explore the set of possible actions and acquire experience through reward signal, the sending rates of traffic flow are selected using an exploration/exploitation policy (EEP). Instead of the usual ε -greedy policy, in this paper, we uses a Metropolis criterion based EEP. The detailed will be discussed in next part.
Global continuous control action at instant k is generated as 
Then, we calculate global target value
Q-values are obtained by the FIS outputs, i.e., inferred from the quality of the local discrete actions, as 
, , , , .
D. The Metropolis criterion based fuzzy Markov game
Finding the proper balance between exploration and exploitation in action selecting is one of the key problems [11] . On the one hand, the learning agent may want to explore unknown states and actions to collect new information about its environment. On the other hand, the learning agent may want to exploit its current knowledge of the environment by executing the action that is expected to maximize the cumulative payoff. When the selection is greedy (i.e., exploitation), it will lead to locally optimal policies that possibly differ from a globally optimal one. But, excessive exploration will drastically decrease the performance of a learning algorithm, and in some cases might be even harmful with respect to the learning results themselves [12] .
A popular strategy proposed to deal with this problem is the greedy ε − strategy (with 0 1 ε ≤ < ). In the greedy ε − strategy, the action with the highest Q-value is selected with probability 1 ε − . With probability ε an action is selected randomly using a uniform distribution over all actions.
Here, the value of ε has obviously a great impact on the algorithm. Therefore, we decide to explore the possibility of improving the simple greedy ε − strategy by appropriately reducing ε during the learning process. Then the Metropolis criterion, the core of simulated annealing is applied to the searching procedure in order to control the balance between exploration and exploitation.
In rule R . Obviously, the Metropolis criterion does not greedily reject all the suboptimal solutions, and the optimal state can eventually be reached.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation model of high-speed networks is composed of two switches connected with a bottleneck link. The sending rates of the sources are regulated by the flow controllers individually.
In the simulation, the offered loading of the simulation varies between 0.6 and 1.2 corresponding to the systems' dynamics. In the simulation, four schemes of flow control agent, AIMD, standard reinforcement learning-based neural flow controller (RLNC), fuzzy Q-learning flow controller (FQLC), and the proposed MFMC are implemented individually in high-speed networks.
Four measures, throughput, PLR, buffer utilization, and packets' mean delay, are used as the performance indices. The throughput is the amount of received packets at specified nodes (switches) without retransmission. The status of the input multiplexer's buffer in node reflects the degree of congestion resulting in possible packet losses. For simplicity, packets' mean delay only takes into consideration the processing time at node plus the time needed to transmit packets.
The performance comparison of throughput, PLR, buffer utilization, and mean delay controlled by four different kinds of agents individually are shown in Fig.2 . The throughput for AIMD method decrease seriously at loading of 0.9. Conversely, the MFMC proposed remain a higher throughput even though the offered loading is over 1.0. It is obvious that PLR is high, even though we adopt AIMD scheme. However, the MFMC proposed can decrease the PLR enormously with high throughput and low mean delay. The MFMC proposed has a better performance over RLNC and FQLC in PLR, buffer utilization, and mean delay. It demonstrates once again that MFMC possesses the ability to predict the network behavior in advance. In this paper, a Metropolis criterion based fuzzy Markov game flow controller is proposed to deal with the congestion problems in high-speed networks. Because of the interaction with the environment, the proposed controller has good performance in the congestion control of high-speed networks. Considering the competition of the flows with different priorities, the fuzzy Markov game regards the flow with higher priority as a disturber. The Metropolis criterion is introduced to deal with the relation between exploration and exploitation in searching for an optimal action. It is seen that the proposed controller indeed performs an efficiently flow control, and is capable of learning the system behavior. The simulation results show that the proposed controller is superior to the other flow controller in comparison with respect to the performance of high-speed networks.
